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This is not a conventional cooking book.
In this book you will find the keys in order to enjoy the flavour of the Old Port, its culture and
its heritage by getting to know its gastronomic customs created throughout its history, based on the
availability, abundance or lack of certain foodstuffs.
In the old days, the fruit from the daily fishing catch was sold to the homes in Neguri while the rest,
the fish which was not sold or of poor commercial quality, was eaten in the homes of the Old Port or was
swapped for other primary products. This diet was complemented with products like potato, chestnut,
beans, bread and the local vegetables which were often grown behind the houses themselves. Without
forgetting of course limpets, mojojones (mussels), magurios (smails), txipirones (cuttlefish), eskarras (brown
crab) and other products collected along the coast.
Because this is an enclave which perfectly combines the past with the present and the future, where
the traditional coexists with the avant-garde and where the saltpetre from the sea impregnates everything.
This is why we have tried to include both the popular traditional recipes provided by the residents and
the more modern proposals from the town’s bars and restaurants. Coexisting in the same place, but
well-differentiated as regards the treatments and the presentation.
We have also wished to recover some images of the Old Port which are more representative of the
lifestyle and the eating habits of the Old Port in Algorta, in order to accompany the common dishes of
each house, each family and each day.
These are humble dishes, explained in a simple manner and often “by eye”, but precisely for this
reason, authentic and fun.
And to find out the most sophisticated version of the local cuisine, nothing better than its bars and
restaurants, which provide the dishes and pintxos to satisfy the most demanding palates, and show the
spirit and peculiar idiosyncrasy of this corner of the Bay of Biscay.
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THE RECIPES OF PEDRO BILBAO ENCERA
A pioneer of Preventive Medicine

When I received the request to write the prologue for this work, I remembered my first contacts
with Pedro Bilbao and his ideas on Preventative Medicine when I had the opportunity to listen to him on
two occasions at the Academy of Medical Sciences at the end of the sixties or beginning of the seventies
in the last century.
Although later I had a deeper relationship not with him as a person but with his ideas which were
a source of inspiration for our activity to promote health in Bilbao. After 1982 when I was the dean of the
Municipal Medical Profession, the first democratic City Council of Bilbao proposed reforming its health
services under the supervision of Santi Brouard, chairman of the Government Commission and Pedro
López Merino, Health councillor. The main guidelines received forced us to dedicate our activity towards
Preventative Medicine and Health Promotion, both to the school population and to the elderly.
We had a generic model from Canada proposed by its Health Minister Marc Lalonde. However there
was no need to go so far for the details because closer to home there was a simple example appropriate
for our culture: what Pedro Bilbao Encera had been doing for many years which could be summarised, in
the words of his son Pedro Bilbao Zulaica, in what he called the “Four Horseman of the Apocalypses” or the
fight against tobacco, alcohol, sedentary lifestyle and incorrect eating.
We do not know when Don Pedro started this crusade in favour of healthy habits, but the truth is that
since the forties and much more so in the fifties and sixties of the last century, he tried to propagate them
both at his consultancy, directly to the patients, and to the population in general through the press and
the IMQ bulletins. He was also concerned about disseminating these principles amongst his professional
colleagues, and he supported the Preventative Medicine Section of the Academy of Medical Sciences,
which he presided, and he organised many conferences over almost ten years.
Pedro Bilbao belonged to a generation trained at Basurto Hospital in the shadow of Enrique de
Areilza, although he had already passed away when Pedro arrived at Basurto. He formed part of a select
group of outstanding students who did the last three years of the Medicine course as intern students at
Basurto Hospital and he took his examinations in the Valladolid Faculty. The theoretical classes were given
by the Heads and Assistants of the Hospital Services, but the teaching was eminently practical and the
last two years involved shift duty in the Hospital’s Emergency Room. The list of doctors trained in this way
is very long, starting with the famous professors Estella and Usandizaga.
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At the end of his studies he continued at Basurto Hospital, first as an intern doctor and then as a
ward doctor, until the war broke out. He was not able to spend long periods at foreign hospitals, as had
been normal practice in the times of Areilza, but he did not miss any opportunity to make short visits when
he could and he did not miss the practice of systemic study from the main foreign medical scientific
journals.
My father told me, who as an intern doctor in Basurto between 1931 and 1935, and previously intern
student in the year before Pedro Bilbao, he stood out in those years as a fine clinician and was without
doubt the most brilliant specialist in Internal Medicine in his year. This opinion was later corroborated
by two other ex interns. During the Civil War Pedro Bilbao was director of the Zugazarte Convalescence
Hospital, more commonly known as “Hospital Artetxe”, where he coincided with my maternal uncle José
Mª Rezola, also a doctor, who also admired him for his clinical skill and his capacity for work and study.
The harsh repression suffered by medicine in Bilbao after the occupation by Franco’s forces
immediately stopped what could have been a great hospital career and forced Pedro Bilbao to withdraw
into private practice. But every cloud has a silver lining has this allowed him to built up, away from the misery
of Basurto hospital in the forties, a varied clientele which included members of the upper class whose
were going to suffer the down side of the consumer society and its “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypses”
much before the working classes. This is when the extraordinary insight of Dr Bilbao Encera appeared, as
he was able to assess the damage caused by the poor lifestyle habits many years before this was accepted
by the medical classes in the nineteen seventies and eighties.
Pedro Bilbao was not prodigious in publishing his experiences in the medical journals, but appeared
more often in the Bilbao press and dissemination bulletins: the Pro-Pedro Bilbao Citizen Commission set
up in Getxo published in 1997 the collection of his scientific and dissemination articles, which constitutes a
real treasure trove for everyone interested in disease prevention. As regards his dietary recommendations
his common sense stands out and his roots in Portu Zaharra. Above all he recommended the incorporation
into the diet of sardines and mackerel, which he called “food jewels”. His praise of the potato is also
significant and its dietary virtues, above all when eaten baked or boiled, or his concern for the importance
of a good breakfast and his recommendation to eat raw fruit and vegetables. He was not a fan of fried
food and also avoided toasted bread. It is interesting that fifty years ago he recommended foring a little oil
on cooked vegetables and pulses, which is currently in vogue. He recommended eggs and cooked meat,
and only on raw occasions eating fried food.
Finally, one must bring to the forefront what was perhaps the richest facets of his personality: his
generosity and his commitment to medicine. This is shown by the testimonies contained in the collection
mentioned above and the homage received over twenty years since his death, to which I add mine with
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a feeling of admiration and affection which I repeat whenever I walk along Ereaga beach and look at the
statue dedicated to him by the town where he was born. The view from there of the old port is unbeatable,
although his statue does not look towards the place where he was born and spent his life, but rather
peacefully looks at how thousands of people pass by every day towards the Arriluce dock running, walking,
cycling or skating.
JUAN GONDRA REZOLA
Retired doctor, Eusko Ikaskuntza

FOOD AT THE OLD PORT

I have been asked to write the prologue to this book within the framework of the collaboration
started some time ago between Eusko Ikaskuntza-Basque Studies Society and Getxo Council on issues
related to the heritage of the Old Port, which collects traditional gastronomic recipes from the neighbours
in this corner of Algorta, as well as the new creations from bars, restaurants and txokos. I imagine
that the reader will hope to find in this introduction some details about what was usually eaten in this
fishing town, but first of all allow me, and possibly due to my training as Physical Anthropologist, to start
these pages referring to the meaning and relevance – not always known despite the increasing public
interest in food-related issues – which food has had and continues having in human populations from a
bio-anthropological perspective.
Food has exercised a decisive influence on our evolutionary history for millions of years. In their long
history human beings have acquired different eating customs and habits which contributed to their survival
against the adversities of the environment. Since remote times and by using a versatile and complex brain
which could distinguish between flavours, colours and aromas, our species started to make the need to
eat into an art, choosing its ingredients and creating its food beyond the elementary act of satisfying the
nutritional needs for its survival. Anthropology recognises that sharing food is possibly one of the most
characteristic behaviours of the human populations, and that under its multiple and complex forms there
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is an underlying element of social cohesion. It is currently thought that food is one of the factors which
has the most impact on physical welfare, health and quality of life of the populations, and it has a decisive
action on reproduction, growth and development, morbidity and mortality, as on the individuals’ physical
and intellectual performance. However, only since the 19th century has scientific knowledge been available
to show that health and good organic conditions depend to a large extent on the diet, and that certain
foods had special characteristics which could prevent many diseases, while others led to a predisposition
to suffer from them. Until then the additions or limitations which the human groups introduced into their
food were due to factors other than health or welfare, like the physical aspect of the food, and the cultural,
social, religious, ecological and economic factors, amongst others.
One should recall here the well-known saying “we are what we eat”, attributed to different authors,
but probably from the German philosopher and anthropologist Ludwing Feuerbach (1804-1872), who said
that: “if you want to improve the people, instead of speeches against the sins give them better food. Man is
what they eat”, referring without doubt to the importance of food on people’s welfare. Perhaps less known
are some phrases from the French jurist Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin (1755-1826), author of the first treaty
on gastronomy (Physiology of taste, 1825), which reveals his interest in the pleasures of the table, like for
example “The discovery of a new dish does more for human happiness than the discovery of a new star.
There are already quite a lot of stars” or “Tell me what you eat and I will tell you who you are”, which shows the
same essence as the aphorism mentioned above. The ways of eating, the products which are consumed
and the way they are cooked – without forgetting that we are the only animal which cooks – are related to
the local resources, with the characteristics of the physical environment, with the forms of production and
supplies and with trade, but they are also related to the cultural practices which are limited to a special
social environment. As such, foods is considered as an ethnic marker, of belonging to the group and even
of a certain family, and has been one of the elements which have contributed towards generating identity
by the realisation of the difference. As indicated by numerous specialists in the field of food and culture,
feeding is not merely a biological activity but is also a social activity, in which the individual and group
identity play an even bigger role if possible that survival itself: “The act of eating combines biology and
culture: what is eaten, what is not eaten, which nutrients are provided by each food, with whom and when
does one eat, how is that food prepared, in short, why, what for and in what context does the consumption
of food take place, and what socio-cultural conditioning factors underlie the use of the different foods”
(Jesús Contreras and Mabel Gracia, 2005, Alimentación y cultura. Perspectivas antropológicas).
Let us look at the case in question, a old fishing community situated in the Getxo neighbourhood
of Algorta, which has kept the charm of the houses stuck on the slope, its steep and narrow streets and a
familiar atmosphere. Although the port activity has not existed for over one hundred years, already in the
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17th century the population of the Old Port had the category of Guild of Seafarers and its inhabitants were
expert pilots who guided the ships around the sand bank existing at the entrance to the Nervion ria; in the
18th century there were many ships dedicated to tuna, bream, conger, hake and sardine fishing. The Old
Port, considered as the birthplace of Kalimotxo1, is nowadays the meeting point for locals and foreigners
alike to enjoy the delights of the local gastronomy, specialising in pintxos, fish and seafood, particularly
on the weekends. In the current content of food abundance and considering food from an increasingly
more aesthetic and hedonistic point of view, the elderly people from the neighbourhood remember that in
the old days there was not much to eat, particularly after the civil war, and that the fishing activities were,
unlike nowadays, the basis of its economy. The products from the sea (e.g. mackerel or txitxarro) were not
only the daily support for the families but also, like in all fishing collectives, and through the women, these
perishable goods entered rapidly into the commercial circuit and were exchanged for other foodstuffs to
complete the diet: talo corn flour, bread, oil, potatoes, pulses (beans), vegetables (cabbage), meat and
eggs. At the time there was a lot of fishing (cuttlefish, bream, bass, pantxos, octopus – which was not
eaten –, scorpion fish, sardines, dogfish,…) and the fisher women sold in Erandio, Deusto and Las Arenas
the fish and the seafood, the latter being caught using cages (spider crab, brown crab and swimcrab) and
collected at low tide (limpets, mussels or mojojones, etc.). Those who can and want to remember say that
breakfast consisted of coffee from a pot with milk and bread soups; lunch was based on pulses (beans and
chickpeas), soup, leg bone meat, cabbage, tomatoes and roasting peppers or potatoes in green sauce
with fish (mackerel, pout). Almost all of the homes of the sailors and fishermen had a stable for the pigs or
txarritoki, and as such their products (chorizos, black pudding) were a common complement to the diet
(Koldo Azkue, 2002, Actividades pesqueras residuales en el puerto de Algorta, Bizkaia. Zainak 21).
At the beginning of the 20th century, the food consumption model of the people of the Old Port
was not very different to that collected by oral tradition and in some historic documents for the rest of the
Basque territory, which is characterised in that period by the use of products prepared with corn flour, milk,
cheese, curd, chestnuts, walnuts, applies, rye bread and pulses; animal protein was consumed as eggs and
the meat from the slaughter. This type of diet probably did not cover all of the nutritional requirements. It
doesn’t seem that fish was consumed on a regular basis not even after the sixties when the Basques, lovers
since the Middle Ages of the cod from the northern seas and tuna in the form of marmitako, consumed
less fish (and fruit and vegetables) than in other areas of the Peninsula; fortunately this changed from
the nineteen eighties. This low consumption of fish was seen in many small fishing communities, whose
access to the resources from the sea is unpredictable, even dangerous, where their preservation has not
always been easy and the product is quickly removed from its source to be auctioned, sold on the street
or exchanged for other foods, but also for other necessary goods (clothing and footwear in the case of
the Old Port).
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Since then, some things have changed (not only) in the Old Port. At present, the activities related to
fishing complement other economic income, as recreation, or as a hobby related to the family or cultural
inheritance. The ways the food is prepared and consumed have been modified, at least in part – the food
is now much more varied and affordable thanks to the means of transport and their easy preservation -,
and the traditional resources are combined with “new” products thanks to the arrival of other peoples,
albeit only occasionally and at certain times (weekends, local fiestas). But there is no doubt that for many
of its residents the food in this singular and welcoming space maintains its symbolic value and social
nature, and that, although the food options of a group usually come first of all due to life necessities, the
characteristics of the environment and the technical and economic opportunities, all of these factors are
based on a precise social history, on a perception of the world which is particular for each human group
and the Old Port is a good paradigm.
All human beings have to eat (the right to food is recognised in the 1948 Universal Declaration of
Human Rights), but each company defines in its own way what food is.

Esther Rebato
Department of Genetics, Physical Anthropology and Animal Physiology
Faculty of Science and Technology
University of the Basque Country-Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea
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the recipes
beans with ˝sacraments”
Alubiadas and friends go hand in hand in the Basque Country. It could be said that the alubiadas
(pinto bean stews) are a social phenomena which, at txokos, societies and even in the town
square, bring together groups of friends or cuadrillas around a big pot of steaming beans. The
alubiada is the prelude to a great popular traditional feast day.
However, beans are a dish which have always been present in the kitchens of our homes. And it
is here where we are going to concentrate in order to prepare this recipe.

ingredients
for 4 people
300 gr. pinto beans • 200 gr. pork ribs • 100 gr. bacon • 4 chorizos • 1 black pudding • 1 green
pepper • 1 carrot • 1 sweet onion • 1 leak • olive oil • salt

preparation
Put the beans to soak the night before.
We cook the ribs and the bacon with water and a pinch of salt for about half an hour. Drain and let sit.
Then simmer the black pudding and chorizo in water and a pinch of salt for about 40 minutes.
Finely chop the onion, the green pepper and the leak. Cut the carrot in slices.
Wash the beans well and then drain, and then place them in a stewing pot together with all of the ingredients
from before except for the black pudding and them cover with water from the tap, adding some oil and
then put the pot on a high fire without covering it until it starts to boil. We don’t put the black pudding in
because it would break up, so we keep it to one side and add it about 10 minutes before serving. Once it
starts to boil we turn the fire down and without a lid we let it simmer for about 3 hours, without adding salt
or stirring the beans. We only swish the pot it every now and them so that they so not stick and so that the
stock gets nice and thick.
And then after a few hours of hearing “plop plop” the dish will be ready to serve.
Recipe provided by Mari Rosi Basterretxea Bengoetxea. Ramosena Sarria farmhouse
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arbigaras

The arbigaras are the fresh flower buds of the turnip. Turnip is a vegetable which in the Basque
farmhouses is normally used as feed for the livestock. However during times of hardship, like in the
period after the war, there was no alternative than to resort to eating turnips. However arbigaras is
a simple seasonal dish, between the months of December and March when the turnip flower can
be collected, and it was commonly prepared in the kitchens of Algorta Port.

ingredients
fresh buds of turnip • oil • salt • garlic

preparation
The turnip flower buds of the are cut by hand and washed under water. They are boiled in a pot with
salt and oil and left to simmer for about 5-10 minutes. After they have been boiled they are strained well.
Afterwards in an earthenware pot brown some garlic and then add the arbigaras and sauté for another
5-10 minutes. It’s that easy. A real delicacy which can be enjoyed between January and March.
Recipe transmitted by Begoña Franco Uriarte, as prepared by her mother Beni Uriarte.
Tatoena farmhouse.
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biscayan cod
This is one of the most representative dishes in Basque cuisine.

ingredients
for 4 people
2 cloves of garlic • 2 red onions • 1 white onion • 6 dried red peppers • 1 leak
20 gr. of bread crumbs from the day before • 4 fillets of cod • virgin olive oil • salt

preparation
Put the oil, and the cut onion, garlic and leak in a pot and cook on a low heat. Keep stirring so that it does
not stick and softens. When the vegetables are well-done we add the bread crumbs and hot water (fish
stock) in order to make the sauce lighter. This is when we add the dried red peppers and we simmer for 15
minutes ensuring it does not stick. After 15 minutes we blend the sauce (if we want it even thinner we pass
it through the strainer) we let it sit and then salt to taste. Finally we add the fillets of desalted cod with the
skin on the top (very important) and we cook for 5 minutes without letting it boil.
Recipe provided by Isabel Bretos Ugarte.
Kinkena farmhouse.

We have to put the dried red peppers in a pot with cold water until it starts to boil. We then turn
off the fire and we keep them until we have to add them to the vegetables after removing the
flesh with the point of a knife.
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eskarras
These are a brown crab which can be found along the Atlantic coast from the Bay of Biscay to
Mauritania. They are normally found in areas close to the mouth of the rivers under large rocks or
in clits. They have very strong and powerful claws which could nip your finger and even cut it off if
it is a fine example. As such the best way to catch them is using a steel hook which is introduced
moving the stones or in the slits to make them come out, because they defend the entry to their
crevices with their strong claws (or “mouths” as we say in Algorta).

ingredients
eskarras • water • salt

preparation
The seafood is cooked in plenty of salty water (about 60-70g of salt per litre) in a big pot. If you live near
the sea you can cook them in sea water.
Pick up this type of seafood with the back legs being careful with the claws so we do not get hurt .... if they
are alive I can assure you that an eskarra has incredible force if it nips you ... so always pick them up using
the shell.
If the eskarras are alive – which is best because they are fresh, you will have to put them in a dish with cold
water so that the legs do not fall off ... add a lot of salt and when the water starts to boil allow to simmer
for between 6 and 8 minutes depending on the size of the eskarra. When they are ready remove from the
water, allow to cool and then to the table ready to tuck in.
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limpets in green sauce
Limpets are the poor brothers of the clams, although it they are well prepared they can be a
delicacy. Some even eat them raw, and others with rice. We are going to prepare a recipe in green
sauce which will be ideal for dipping plenty of bread.

ingredients
a dash of olive oil • 3 cloves of garlic • parsley • 2 table spoons of bread crumbs
1 glass of white wine

Limpets: the best ones are the flattest with the finest shell, and the peaked ones are not good. As
such we select the flattest shells possible and we choose the limpets which are least in the sun.

preparation
In a broad pan heat the oil and add the finely chopped garlic and parsley. When the garlic starts to go
brown we add the limpets, sauté well and for the bread crumbs on top. Then when they start to open we
for in the white wine and continue stirring while we remove the loose shells. When the limpets have come
loose we leave on the fire for 3 minutes and then serve with a good wine and plenty of bread.
Recipe provided by Jon Ardanza.

As I have already explained, the area which is not the car part for the Port used to be a cove where
there were plenty of marine species and of course this was where you could find the best limpets.
Scorned by many, but just like in other coastal towns the locals don’t have a problem particularly
in times of hardship. Nowadays those of us who live beside the sea sometimes have a banquet of
tasty limpets and at the same time have fun collecting them along the banks. Afterward eat them
with your cuadrilla and enjoy a good day with your friends.
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marmitako
Traditional Basque recipe above all along the coast. As such this dish cannot be left out in a
recipe book for Algorta Port.

ingredients
1 onion • 2 ripe tomatoes • 1 green pepper • 2 dried red peppers • 2 cloves of garlic
½ kg tuna • 1 kg potatoes • olive oil • salt

preparation
Put the onion in a pot and the cut peppers in small pieces together with the garlic cut in thin strips. When
the vegetables are soft we add the diced tomatoes so it can be fried gently and we add a little water so
that it does not get dry.
When we see that the vegetables are done we blend them and then we add to the sauce the potato which
we have cut with a spoon. We cover with hot water (fish stock), oil and salt to taste and we let it boil until
the potatoes are well done (the time will depend on the type of potato) and at the end we add the lumps
of tuna which have already been salted. Cover and turn off the fire. With the same heat for 5 minutes it will
be ready to serve.
Recipe provided by Ana Sagasti, as prepared by her grandmother María Ugarte. Kinkena farmhouse.
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hake à la marinière
ingredients
fot 2 people
2 fillets of hake with skin (or in slices) • 3 cloves of garlic • 2 soup spoons (flat) of flour • parsley
virgin olive oil • ½ litre of bone fumet • 12 clams (optional) • 12 asparagus tips

preparation
In a dish of about 24 centimetres put oil until we cover the bottom with a fine layer. Add the chopped
garlic until it starts to go brown.
We remove the dish from the fire, we add the chopped parsley and stir, count until 15 and put in the two
spoonfuls of flour, trying to spread it along the bottom. When the flour mixes with the oil it will end up like
dough.
We put the dish on the fire, heat and start to add the hot stock slowly while we stir. When the sauce is
uniform in its texture and we have fored in all of the stock, let it simmer for 10 minutes.
Dip the skin side of the fillets quickly in the flour and add them to the dish with the skin side down.
Add the clams.
Stir the dish with slow circular movements.
With the spoon we take the sauce and for it on the top of the fillets.
We cover the dish and in about 5 minutes the clams start to open, and when the fillets are almost white
we remove from the hob and the residual heat will finish the cooking process.
We add the asparagus tips and it is ready to serve.
Recipe provided by Patricia Martínez Goicoechea. Adamena farmhouse.
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hake with potatoes
in green sauce
This recipe is very traditional in Basque gastronomy. It is a dish which is easy to prepare with
affordable products, and hardly a week would go by without it appearing in the kitchens of Algorta
Port. Also on many occasions, depending on the catch, the hake would be replaced by conger eel,
mackerel, etc.
In other words a very useful dish which is easy to combine with other fish.

ingredients
4 cloves of garlic • 5/6 potatoes • chopped parsley • 1 kg slices of hake • olive oil • salt

preparation
Wash the slices of hake in cold water and then put them in the bottom of a pot covered with water and
start to heat. When it starts to boil we take the pot off the fire and then we take the hake out of the water,
keeping the water to be used later as stock. Now we remove the bones making sure not to break them.
The next step is to put in a large casserole dish 4/5 spoonfuls of olive oil, which we put on the fire and when
the oil is hot we put in the finely chopped garlic until it goes brown. Now we add the potatoes to the dish
in nice bits. We stir with a wooden spoon while this is cooked.
When the potatoes start to change colour we generously add the finely chopped parsley, which is what
gives that characteristic green colour.
After this we add the stock which we kept covering the potatoes and we let it boil and simmer for 20-25
minutes stirring every now and then the potatoes with a wooden spoon so that they do not stick.
Now we add the slices of hake and in 5 minutes the stew will be ready for the table.
Recipe provided by María Cruz Bretos Ugarte. Floresena Barria farmhouse.
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mussels with
spicy tomato sauce
In Algorta we call mussels “mojojones” just like we call snails “magurios”.
They can be picked at any time of the year although it is more in summer when the people fancy
picking them because the weather is better and above all because it is the time of year when
the people from Algorta Port put their small colourful rowing boats into the sea. To pick the best
mussels the spring tides have to be used, because when the tide is so far out the mussels are
seen which cannot be accessed during the rest of the year, and they also have the best and most
succulent flesh because they are not in the sun during the normal tides. Hence when there is a
good tide the people form a type of procession of rowing boats to search for the most prized
mojojones and then eat them with the cuadrilla (group of friends) or at home, with rice, steamed
or with tomato.

ingredients
2 kg wild rock mussels • 1 kg of chopped tomato • 1 onion • 1 green pepper • 1 clove of garlic
1 or 2 chilli peppers, (depending on how hot you want the sauce to be) • olive oil • salt

preparation
First of all wash the mussels well, taking off the wattles and removing with a knife the rosehips stuck to the
shells.
Place the mussels in a pot and steam them. All you have to do is to put the lid on the pot and they will
cook in their own water, and then wait until they open. Strain off the water and afterward we will add to
the sauce.
In another pot we put some oil and sauté the diced onion, adding the garlic and the chopped green
pepper. When the vegetable is nearly ready we add the chilli and we sauté until it is nice and golden. Once
it is done we add the chopped tomato and we simmer it for about 20 minutes.
When we see that the sauce is ready we pass it through the blender so that it is thick, like a sauté.
Recipe provided by Mikel Gana, from the Floresena farmhouse.
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From the beginning of summer the Abra bay becomes full of small boats from Algorta, Las
Arenas, Santurtzi or Zierbena looking to capture txipirones (cuttlefish). From the coast it looks like a
small fleet of boats very close to each other which it moving en masse throughout the Abra when
news is received that some lucky person has come across a bank of txipis or cuttlefishes. As such it is
not surprising that those fishing the cuttlefish try to conceal the hauls so that the others don’t come
closer, and in fact arguments are common when they do not respect the distances.
We can use the cuttlefish to explain the progressive decadence of Algorta Port from the normal
activities of a sea port in order to become a place where the people from Getxo and increasingly
outsiders come to enjoy its bars and restaurants.
At Algorta port when at the end of the 19th century the practice of piloting disappeared and
the Arriluze wall was built with a small dock (where the Shipwreck Rescue House is currently located),
most of the boats which berthed in the old small port were transferred to the new one in Arriluze.
The small rowing boats and some sailing boats started to replace the traineras (fishing boats) which
were used for fishing and piloting. After the Civil War fishing as a way of subsistence also started
to disappear, and as such the port started to fill up only with rowing boats which the neighbours
used mainly to fish cuttlefish in their free time as a hobby. There were as many boats as there were
residents. There are photographs from the fifties showing dozens of boats. However these boats also
went into decline and were reduced year after year. I remember summers as a boy how at sunset the
few remaining used to row back into port, not many more than ten of them, because only those from
Algorta port used to row. One after the other in a long line of boats after being all afternoon fishing
for cuttlefish. And then came the count: José Bretos 12, Ardanza 15, Montano 8, Pasiensia 17, Manolo
10, Herrán 9…
Normally most of the haul was sold directly to the restaurants in the area, the Tamarises, the
Cubita… The latter was situated in the old swimming pools of the port (currently in Aixerrota) and the
cuttlefish in its own ink was very famous from this restaurant.
At present there are only half a dozen left, and if it wasn’t for the restoration work from the
Association Itsas Egurra Haizean they would have disappeared in a few years.
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morokil
It used to be the breakfast par excellence in the Basque Country. It was a meal with plenty of calories
which provided su�icient energy, above all for the children, so that they could last until lunch time.
The corn from America revolutionised the crops in the Basque Country, due to how easy it was to
grow and the lower price than wheat, making it an essential food in the Basque kitchen.

ingredients
for 2 people
2 cups of milk • 4 soup spoons of yellow corn flour • 2 soup spoons of sugar • 1 leaf of laurel

preparation
First of all the corn flour is fored into a bowl and water is added slowly until a thick paste is formed. Then
in another container we heat the milk with the sugar and laurel leaf until it boils and then we remove from
the fire. After a few minutes we remove the laurel leaf.
Then we for some of the warm milk in the bowl where we have the paste and we stir well to avoid lumps.
Once this is done we for the content of the bowl into the rest of the milk and heat again while continuously
stirring so that it thickens without sticking. In about five minutes it will be ready.
Recipe provided by Juana Aedo Ayo. Perizena farmhouse.
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fried fish
Normally they would fry goat fish, wrasses, pout, red mullet, anchovies, minnows…

ingredients
small fish • olive oil • salt

preparation
It can’t really be considered a recipe but I consider that this characteristic dish from the fishing ports
should still appear. It is not at all sophisticated, but much more common than any other which we could
provide.
It was the most common and useful dish in the kitchens of Algorta Port. There were very few days when
no fried fish was eaten, normally the bits which had not been sold.
The preparation could not have been easier. The fish was cleaned, removing the scales and guts, and put
in a frying pan with a little oil. And in a few minutes ready and on the table to lick your fingers. I will always
remember seeing my father eating some pout with an indescribably satisfied expression on his face.
He seemed to be the happiest man alive at times like these, enjoying the simple pleasures of life.
Recipe provided by Marcos Bretos. Ramosena Uria farmhouse.

During the misery of the period after the war, oil could only be obtained with a rationing card (just
like tobacco) or from the black market. My grandmother used to say that when they got a little oil
they went around the houses to change it for flour or eggs, as these were products which were
hard to obtain unless you were a farmer. As such in order to fry things they had to use tallow from
the meat. During all of the post-war period it was normal to use tallow from the meat instead of oil.
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cod porrusalda
The Porrusalda is a typical dish throughout the Basque Country, although in Bizkaia cod is often
added.

ingredients
for 4 people
3-4 leaks • ½ kg pumpkin • 2 carrots • 800 gr. potatoes
200 gr. desalted cod (tail and ears of the cod) • olive oil • salt

preparation
We wash the leaks and carrots well and cut them. We place a pot with water on the fire and when it starts
to boil we put in the leaks and carrots. We let it boil for 10 minutes and we add the peeled potatoes which
have been chipped, in other words broken a little at the end instead of cutting completely with a knife. This
way we make the stock thicker.
We let it simmer for 10 minutes and then we put in the diced pumpkin together with a good dose of virgin
olive oil and salt to taste. We cook it all for another 10-15 minutes. When the potato is well cooked and is
almost breaking up, we add the ears and tail of the cod in crumbs and without any bones, and we let it
cook for another minute then take it off the hob. Let it sit covered for a few minutes, season with salt and
serve hot.
Recipe provided by Juana Aedo Ayo, as prepared by his mother Fernanda Ayo. Perizena farmhouse.

Let the cod soak for 1 day. Afterwards rinse it well and remove the scales.
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garlic soup
ingredients
bread • 3 or 4 cloves of garlic • 15 tablespoons of olive oil • 1 chorizo • 1 dried red pepper
meat stock • 4 eggs • paprika

preparation
Smear the pan with a raw clove of garlic. Put a tablespoon of oil in the pan and fry two or more cloves of
garlic, to taste, cut in strips and add the fiely cut chorizo. Add the bread previously cut into strips which
are not very long (if possible the crust of the bread), and sauté well with the chorizo and the garlic.
After it has been sautéed, add a tablespoon of paprika, and sauté again but this time removed from the
heat.
Add the meat stock and the dried red pepper, together with a glass of water or a little more, to taste,
allowing it to simmer for 15 minutes. After this time remove the dried red pepper and remove the meat,
which is then put back into the soup.
Crack the eggs and pierce the yolk of the egg and then whisk but not too much and add to the soup
which has been prepared. Stir and after another 5 minutes with the egg it is ready to eat.
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fish soup
Typical dish always present in the Basque kitchens on big occasions. On the coast of Guipuzkoa
the omnipresent fish is hake, however in Bizkaia we are less orthodox and so we have fish soup
recipes with monkfish or other rock fish. Here we present a recipe with scorpion fish.

ingredients
for 4 people
2 scorpion fish • 2 leaks • ½ onion • 1 tomato • 4/5 dried red peppers • ½ stick of hard bread
fish stock • clams • prawns • water • olive oil • salt

preparation
Soak the clams, and we boil everything except for the bread, clams and prawns. With the heads and
the bones from the scorpion we prepare a fish stock. Boil about 2 litres of water. Let it cook for about 20
minutes and then we strain it and put it to one side.
After we have boiled the vegetables we blend them. We pass through the strainer in order to ensure that
we have removed all of the bones and so that the soup is thinner. We add the bread and we again blend
the sauce. Season with salt. Afterwards we add the clams, prawns and filets of fish cut
into squares. We bring to the boil and the soup is now ready to serve.
Recipe prepared by Antonia Cabeza Zarraga. Perizena farmhouse.
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cuttlefish in their own ink
ingredients
cuttlefish • cuttlefish ink • 1 ripe tomato • 2 large onions • 1 soup spoon of flour • olive oil • salt

preparation
Fry the diced onion in a frying pan and when it goes brown add the chopped tomato and the flour.
Then in a casserole dish with olive oil we put another finely chopped onion and add the cuttlefish and we
cook for about half an hour (depending on the size of the cuttlefish). When they are done we remove them
from the dish and put them to one side.
We add the sauce where the cuttlefish were to the frying pan we had at the beginning and we also add
their ink. We let it all cook for 10 minutes and then we blend the sauce. Season with salt and then we put
the cuttlefish in and give it a final boil.
Recipe provided by Begoña Aguinaga, as she used to cook the cuttlefish caught by her husband Manolo
Sanz. Gorostiondo farmhouse.

Plat étoile pendant la période estivale
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zurrukutuna
ingredients
200 g of salted cod crumbs • soup bread • 15 tablespoons of olive oil • one bulb of garlic in cloves
two tablespoons of flesh from dried red peppers • tomato sauce • 4 large tablespoons
hot water, half a litre • a bit of dry chilli pepper • 4 eggs

preparation
Rinse the crumbs of cod in cold water with a colander to remove the salt. We crumb the cod with our
hands to facilitate the removal of the salt.
We fry the garlic slowly in a pan without removing the skin and remove it before it starts to go brown. We
add the chilli pepper and the cod, thickening the sauce by stirring the pan. We then add the flesh from
dried red peppers, the tomato sauce and the bread cut in thin strips. We cook on a slow heat.
Then add the hot water, although it is better to use fish stock. Keep the pan on a slow heat and every
now and then squeeze the ingredients with a wooden spoon to thicken the sauce.
Before serving an egg can be added, either stirred into the hot soup or letting it solidify removed from
the heat.
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kalimotxo
Although the mixture of red wine and cola drink already existed in
Spain in the 1920s, it was a minority drink because there were hardly any
establishments which served the American beverage.
This changed in 1953 when the first Coca Cola factory was
started up in Spain and the mix became popular under different
names: Rioja Libre, Mochete, Tincola, Cuba Libre del Pobre, Cubata
del obrero…
But on 12 August 1972, in the middle of the San Nicolas
fiestas in the Old Port of Algorta (Getxo) the “Kalimotxo” was
born. The invention of the name is attributed to the “Antzarrak”
cuadrilla (group of friends) which was entrusted with organising the
festivities. They purchased 2,000 litres of red wine which had gone
sour, either due to the heat at that time of the year or because the seller
had pulled a fast one.
Because the economic outlay was significant for its purchase they had
to do something with the defective wine which, although it was not a health hazard
according to a report by a well-known doctor, it had quite an unpleasant taste. After various mixtures
they tried with the cola drink, and using the amount necessary to cover up the bad taste of the wine, they
discovered that the same amount of wine and cola drink had to be used. As such they had to be place
before the clientele four thousand litres of that concoction in order to get rid of all of the stock of wine.
Some were of the opinion that it would help if they did not say what was in the concoction and that
an attractive name would also help. The ideas for the name were not suitable until a friend of the cuadrilla
appeared, a guy from Erandio whose nickname was “Kalimero”, but which was more commonly shortened
to “Kali”. He was quite an unpleasant looking fellow, and someone mentioned that in Basque they use
motxo to describe someone who is ugly, and so the association of the name Kalimocho was fast and
unanimously adopted by everyone. The success was incredible, and the term kalimotxo spread throughout
the Basque Country and Navarra in the beginning of the 1980s and from there to the surrounding regions
and finally to all of the Spain and the rest of the world.
Later on the multinational company Coca Cola, registered the name of the popular beverage.
Even the Royal Spanish Language Academy recognises Calimocho as the name for a mixture of
red wine and cola drink.
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restaurants
begihaundis in their ink
itsasbide
ingredients
for 5 people
2 kg of begihaundi cuttlefish • 2 kg red onion • 1 clove of garlic • 1 green pepper • 1 mature
tomato • olive oil • salt • ink from the begihaundi cuttlefish

preparation
Clean the cuttlefish well taking special care not to break the bags of ink. Do not cut them.
In a steel pot put all of the diced vegetables to form a bed and 3 tablespoons of olive oil. We place the
begihaundis cuttlefish on top and we stew this until we see that the txipis or cuttlefish has become tender.
We then remove the cuttlefish and put them to one side.
We now start to prepare the sauce, for which in another dish we add the ink to the vegetables, and we
simmer and then blend. Finally we chop the txipis and put them in the sauce which we then heat. It is now
ready to dip the bread.

presentation
In earthenware dish.
Recipe provided by the Itxasbide restaurant, which still cooks it in the same way as Purita Amorena, who
used to live next to the Restaurant, in a dwelling in the Axpezarra Mañikua farmhouse.
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clams in marinara sauce
puerto zabala
ingredients
for 2 people
300 g of clams • 1 clove of garlic • natural tomato sauce • 1 soup spoon of flour
olive oil • 1 glass of water • salt

preparation
Before starting to prepare the recipe we have to leave the clams in plenty of water with coarse salt, for 2 or
3 hours so that they get rid of the sand. The water will have to be changed a couple of times.
Once this is done we can start to prepare the dish. We heat the oil in a frying pan, add the finely chopped
garlic and when they start to go brown we add the flour, mix well for a couple of minutes and thicken the
sauce. We then add the natural tomato sauce and a pinch of salt. Pour in the glass of water (or we can use
white wine) and we let it boil. Finally we add the clams and cook until they open and then to the table. A
tip, have some bread handy because you are going to need it to wipe your plate clean.
Recipe provided by the restaurant el Puerto –Zabala , by Joseba Zabala.
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trunk of anglerfish with scallops a la karola
karola etxea
ingredients
for 2 people
2/3 scallops • half a summer tru�le • concentrated fish stock • potato • 50 g mushrooms
olive oil • maldon salt

preparation
Clean the fillets of anglerfish and cut them in the middle and open them up like a book.
Grill the fillets of anglerfish at the same time as the scallops until they are golden in colour.
Preparation of the sauce: the concentrated stock is added to the chopped mushrooms with half a summer
tru�le thinly sliced, which we simmer for 2 or 3 minutes until the sauce thickens.

presentation
In a soup plate. We use the sliced cooked potato as a bed on which we alternate the anglerfish and
scallop. Season to taste.
After the sauce is poured on each piece. The plate is decorated with a
sprig of parsley or with a mixture of sweat and spicy paprika.
The finishing touch is a few strips of leak on the plate.
Recipe prepared by Gualberto Royo. Restaurant Karola Etxea.
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bars
pintxos

kabratxo or scorpion fish pie
arrantzale taberna
ingredients
for 4 people
2 filets of kabratxo • 8 eggs • 1 pot of tomato sauce • liquid cream (1l) • salt • splash of cognac

preparation
Cook the kabratxo in water or fish stock for 15 minutes, then crumble it removing all of the bones, etc.
Whisk the eggs and mix with the other ingredients and then whisk so that it is homogenous. Season. Then
pour into the moulds or containers (rectangular and previously smeared with oil or butter) and put them in
the oven in a double boiler (preheated to about 225º) for 35 minutes depending on the oven (recommendation: check that they are set well using a thin stick). Once cooled put them in the oven for a few hours:
take them out of the moulds and serve with thousand island dressing and toast.

The scorpion fish pastel, pâté or pie is a variation of the hake pudding which we can find in
the “la Marquesa de Parabere” cookery book, which is a type of puree prepared with semi-fatty
meat of the scorpion fish. It is a traditional dish in Asturias cooking (known as “tiñosu”), Cantabria and Basque (in this last territory it is called kabraroka or itxaskabra pie), and is very much
appreciated in the town along the Basque Coast.

Recipe prepared by Jeru Gómez.
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pintxo of cod a la pil pil
txomin taberna
ingredients
cod • garlic • olive oil • hot chilli pepper

preparation
Cod a la pil-pil is one of the most traditional dishes in Basque gastronomy. It is easy to prepare but requires
a special technique in order to achieve the spectacular result with just four ingredients. These four
ingredients have given rise to one of the most internationally well-known dishes from our land.
Pil-pil is the technique which achieves the emulsion of the olive oil with the gelatine which comes from the
cod, which leads to a sauce served with the dish. This used to be performed by moving the earthen dish
with the cod in circular movements while it was cooking. This work is a bit slow and cumbersome, and
does not always achieve the good result, and has not been substituted by other tricks, the best-know of
which is with a sieve.
In an earthenware dish we fry the garlic and when it is ready we put on another plate and keep for later. We
do the same operation with a hot chilli pepper cut in four pieces. In the same oil we cook the cod fillets, first
of all with the skin upwards, about three minutes each side and then we put aside. The serum which they
all give out is then put in a bowl. When the oil has cooled we add the serum little by little and we thicken
with a sieve moving slowly until the pil-pil thickens.
We then incorporate the bits of cod and we heat well.

presentation
We cover with cod with the sauce and we decorate with the garlic and bits of chilli. We place each piece
of cod on a slice of bread.
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portu ondo

portu zaharra taberna
ingredients
txipiron or cuttlefish • coffee sauce • onion • carrot • white wine

preparation
We clean the txipiron and make the Coffee sauce. Then fry the garlic and add the onion, and the carrot
and a little white wine. Wait until the carrot is done and then remove from the hob and allow to cool.
Stuff the txipiron with Coffee sauce and the vegetables, closing it with the tentacles and toothpicks, and
then finish on the grill. Serve when the squid is cooked.

Our creation, the Pintxo Portu Ondo, comes from the depth of the Basque coast and uses products from the country. This is a delicious Txipiron or cuttlefish stuffed with Coffee sauce and
local vegetables, offering the foodie a mouthful of the Basque Country.
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crunchy idiazabal snacks
itsas bide taberna
ingredients
butter • flour • milk • idiazabal cheese • muesli • egg

preparation
We melt the butter and we mix it with the flour. We pour the hot milk slowly on the dough, mixing all of
the time until we get a creamy béchamel sauce. Once the béchamel has is ready we add the chopped
Idiazabal cheese. We mix it well, season and allow to cool.
The next day we cut and shape the croquettes. We then coat them in muesli, dip in the egg and then again
in the muesli. We fry these in hot oil and then enjoy patiently trying not to burn ourselves when we tuck in.
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